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Introduction:
During the last year the scatterometer team at Remote Sensing
Systems has continued working in several important areas of research.
We have a better understanding of rain effects on Ku-band microwaves,
have further refined the Ku-2001 model function to produce more
accurate vector winds in active weather regions, and continue to
validate the QuikSCAT winds to determine the quality of the data
available on our web site. The outcomes of our efforts in each of these
areas are shown in this poster.

Rain Effect on Ku-band Microwaves:
While Ku-band rain attenuation and backscatter are reasonably well
understood, modification of the surface radar cross-section by rain
roughening is poorly understood. To better understand this modification,
begin with the basic physical model:
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Thus, given σ0,meas from SeaWinds and σ0,wind derived from analysis winds using a particular
model function, one can solve for σ0,splash as the remainder. Before doing so, the systematic
differences between the scatterometer dataset and the analysis dataset must be removed.
The following correction was used to remove these differences:
where b is the beam and β and α were found using linear least squares.
5000 QuikSCAT orbits were used along with SSMI rain rates collocated within 5 minutes of
the SeaWinds observation. ECMWF 10-m winds were tri-linearly interpolated in time and
space to the SeaWinds observation, and the Ku-2001 model function was used to calculate
σ0,wind. Rain column heights were calculated using climatological SSTs according to the
Wentz and Spencer (1998) method.

Ku-2001 Model Function Validation

Comparisons of QuikSCAT wind vector data with buoy, radiometer and weather analyses continue. The most recent
results are shown in Table 1. All comparisons are performed for rain-free conditions using the SSM/I (when available) and
QuikSCAT rain flag to disqualify data from the calculations. Prior radiometer minus scatterometer wind speed difference
maps showed large bias regions with differences greater than +/- 2 m/s. By using an improved sea surface emissivity
model in the new version-5 SSM/I processing algorithm we were able to reduce the large biases previously observed to
less than 0.5 m/s as shown in Figure 6.
Buoy wind speed and direction scatter plots shown in Figure 5a and 5b show good agreement for wind speeds up to 17
m/s. Beyond that, the Ku-2001 winds appear too high, however there are few collocations on which to determine the
agreement. To increase the number of high winds for validation, we have obtained, cleaned and processed the Canadian
buoy data available from the Marine Environmental Data Services. This data set adds over 1 million data to our buoy
validation data set including over 1000 more winds above 15 m/s.
We also use case studies to also help us determine the quality of the high winds we produce. Over the QuikSCAT time
period we have studied more than 2500 tropical cyclone and mid-latitude cyclone events.
From our validation efforts we have determined that the Ku-2001 winds are slightly high for wind speeds above 20 m/s
and show a tendency of cross-track vectors in high rain regions.
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We use our algorithm testbed environment to process
QuikSCAT data using new model functions and
ambiguity selection routines. Since direction
histograms showed Ku-2001 to contain more crosstrack vectors at high wind and rain conditions than Ku2000, we returned to the Ku-2000 model function and
lowered the output wind speeds while keeping the
overall model function structure constant. A QuikSCAT
to buoy wind speed comparison is shown in Figure 7a
and 7b for both the Ku-2001 and Ku-2003 model
functions. The comparison statistics of winds greater
than 17 m/s have improved. A mid-latitude cyclone in
the Northern Atlantic, shown in Figure 8, compares well
with nearby Canadian buoy winds. We are also
investigating new methods of ambiguity selection.
Most recently, we have tried using a simulated
annealing process in the vicinity of tropical cyclones
where ambiguity selection is often complicated by mislocation of the storm center in the background field. Simulated
annealing is a statistical method used for searching out a global optimum in the presence of many local optima. We
employ a cost function that depends on the ambiguity's SOS value, it's agreement with it's neighbors and the background field. The wind vectors shown in Figure 9b below were determined using this ambiguity selection process. In
this example, the cross-track vectors have been improved over the Ku-2001 winds (Fig 9a).
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where σ0,meas is the measured σ0, σ0,wind is the σ0 from wind roughening
alone, σ0,splash is the σ0 from rain roughening of the surface, σ0,bscat is
the σ0 contribution from signal backscattering off raindrops, and tr2 is
the two-way transmission through rain. The transmittance and
backscattering for a uniformly filled beam are given by
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Table 1. QuikSCAT Comparisons
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where k is the attenuation coefficient, η is the reflectivity, H is the rain
column height, and θ is the incidence angle (e.g., Ulaby et al. 1982). If
Rayleigh scattering is assumed, the reflectivity can be related to the
radar reflectivity factor through
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where K is related to the index of refraction. Both k and z can be
related to rain rate, R, through power law relationships:

that are plotted below in Fig. 1a,b (see Atlas and Ulbrich 1977; Doviak
and Zrnic 1993; and Sachidananda and Zrnic 1987).

The s0,splash term increases with rain rate (Fig. 2a,b), as would be expected, but s0,splash also
depends on wind speed. Wind reduces the splashing contribution for light to moderate rain, but
stronger wind may enhance the horizontal polarization splashing contribution in moderate rain.
Figures 3 and 4 show that in light to moderate rain (0-10 mm·hr-1) with moderate winds (4-15
m·s-1), s0,splash depends on the azimuth angle in a way that opposes the azimuthal variation of
σ0,wind. There is little to no azimuthal variation in σ0,splash for light wind or heavy rain conditions.

Scatterometer Rain Flag Assessment

A 30-minute QuikSCAT - SSM/I collocation data was used to assess the performance of the scatterometer rain flag.
At winds below 7 m/s, 90% of rain was correctly flagged with a 4% false alarm rate. The 7 - 15 m/s wind range had
65% of rain correctly identified with a 3% false alarm rate. At higher wind speeds, few rain-affected cells are identified
(< 12%). In addition, a visual assessment was performed in which QuikSCAT plots were scanned for unusual rain
flagging patterns. We found the rain flag turned on in both gap flow and wind shadow locations as shown by black
dots at the base of wind vectors in Figures 10a and 10b. Eddies along the border of high winds likely result in great
variability within radar returns for a given wind cell resulting in high SOS values. Since the rain flag is set when SOS
values exceed a predetermined threshold, we have a large number of false alarms in these regions.
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Figure 6. SSM/I minus QuikSCAT for year 2000
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Fig. 3. Vertical Polarization. Sigma-splash (solid); Sigma-Wind (dash).

Fig. 4. Horizontal Polarization. Sigma-splash (solid); Sigma-Wind (dash).
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